Overview

The first Russian nuclear test in 1949 ushered the modern era of nuclear deterrence. While the technology of nuclear weapons and their associated delivery systems has evolved considerably, the cornerstones of nuclear doctrine and deterrence logic have changed only incrementally over time. However, currently, the US and other major powers are undertaking a comprehensive reevaluation of the role and purposes of nuclear weapons in security policy. Most significantly, the policy portfolio of issues for nuclear weapons is potentially expanding. This has important implications for how nuclear deterrence will evolve, the likelihood that they will be used in a conflict and, more broadly, how we think about deterrence across domains.

Learning Outcomes:

This class is designed primarily for students in the Master of International Policy (MIP) program. There are four components learning outcomes related to this class. By the end of the semester students will have a firm grasp of:

- **Deterrence Foundations**: Understand the foundational concepts of (mostly nuclear) deterrence theory since end of WWII.

- **Policy Implementation**: Understand the evolution of US deterrence policy.

- **Deterrence Decision Making**: Be prepared to critically evaluate of the assumptions in deterrence theory and policy with respect to human decision making, including how these have evolved over time, the role of misperception, and cognitive factors.

- **Empirically-Driven Policy Change**: Develop a framework to identify the issues in deterrence that we still don’t fully understand empirically, but that are necessary for improving deterrence policy and practice.

Assignments:

There are five graded components for the course. Details for each assignment will be distributed in class.

White Paper Policy Funding Proposal:

*Individual*: Construct policy-focused empirical research design on deterrence. Identify an empirical question that, if answered probably, would help improve deterrence stability
Policy Review:
  
  *Team*: Policy teams will present a review and analysis of national nuclear policies and doctrine 3,500-4,000 words. 150 points (100 for written analysis, 50 points for class presentation)

Critical Essays¹:

  *Individual*: Weekly essays on reading assigned readings. 4 (four) in total (1,000 word maximum). Due day readings are discussed in class. 75 points per essay. 300 points total.

Participation:

  *Individual*: Average weekly assessment of your engagement with the class including level of preparation, participation level, quality of comments. 150 points

Weekly Reading Presentation and Discussion Lead:

  *Individual*: Present summary weekly readings to class and (more important) produce a framework for discussion and critical analysis. Sign up at this [LINK](#) – password “Nukes” (note: each individual will meet with me prior to their assigned presentation date class to prepare). 100 points

**Grading Scale** (percent basis)

100-93 A, 92-90 A-, 89-88 B+, 87-83 B, 82-80 B-, 79-73 C+, 78-73 C, 72-70 C-, 69-60 D

**Policies and Procedures:**

- Please observe the UGA academic honesty policy at all times:
  "I will be academically honest in all of my academic work and will not tolerate academic dishonesty of others." A Culture of Honesty, the University's policy and procedures for handling cases of suspected dishonesty, can be found at [www.uga.edu/ovpi](http://www.uga.edu/ovpi).

- The course syllabus is a general plan for the course; deviations announced to the class by the instructor may be necessary. So, we may make changes to the readings and assignment deadlines. If this occurs, we will announce the changes in class, and they will be reflected in an updated syllabus available through ELC.

- There is no attendance policy for this class. However, unexcused absences will be recorded as a “0” for the purposes of weekly class discussion.

- Please come to class having completed and carefully considered the readings.

- All course work must be done on an individual basis, including exams, unless the syllabus clearly indicates that the assignment is team graded. **Important note: The use of**

generative AI (e.g., Chat GPT, Bard, etc.) in writing assignments is prohibited with the exception of checking for typographical/grammatical errors and spell checking. This includes, but is not limited to, using such tools to produce content related to any of the assignments noted above.

You can schedule an office hour appointment here: https://jeffreyberejikian.youcanbook.me
(Note: this app requires a Google account)

Mental Health and Wellness Resources:

- If you or someone you know needs assistance, you are encouraged to contact Student Care and Outreach in the Division of Student Affairs at 706-542-7774 or visit https://sco.uga.edu. They will help you navigate any difficult circumstances you may be facing by connecting you with the appropriate resources or services.
- UGA has several resources for a student seeking mental health services (https://www.uhs.uga.edu/bewelluga/bewelluga) or crisis support (https://www.uhs.uga.edu/info/emergencies).
- If you need help managing stress anxiety, relationships, etc., please visit BeWellUGA (https://www.uhs.uga.edu/bewelluga/bewelluga) for a list of FREE workshops, classes, mentoring, and health coaching led by licensed clinicians and health educators in the University Health Center.
- Additional resources can be accessed through the UGA App.

Please note that faculty and staff are obligated to report any knowledge of sexual assault and/or relationship violence to UGA’s Equal Opportunity Office.

Readings Schedule:

Required sections from the following books are available at no cost, online through the UGA library web portal.


Week 1 August 22: Introduction

Introduction to deterrence concepts, and make collective decisions about course design, assignments, and readings.

---

Note: “deep dive” readings are not required, but strongly recommended for both class preparation and weekly essays.
Week 2 August 29: The Cold-War Version of Nuclear Deterrence


Deep Dive:

Week 3 September 5: The Case for Nuclear Warfighting as a Deterrence Policy (“Integrated Deterrence”)


Deep Dive:


Week 4 September 12: The Case Against Nuclear Warfighting and Integrated Deterrence


Deep Dive:

Week 5 September 19: Alliance Management


The old view of tactical Nukes:

Deep Dive:


Week 6: Sept 26 Deterrence and (Mis)perception


Deep Dive:


**Week 7 October 3: Behavioral Deterrence Theory**


Deep Dive


Berejikian. “What Godzilla can Teach us about Nuclear Weapons” TEDx https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J8R2RAKCjYc

**Week 8 October 10: New Technologies and Nuclear Stability**


Deep Dive:


**Week 9 October 17**

Research Proposal Workshop. Students informally present summary of their research proposal ideas for feedback.

Reading Assignment:
All summaries will be posted on shared Google Doc, by October 12. Please review each summary and offer constructive comments and suggestions. Please post your name above each comment to receive credit for participation.

**Week 10 October 24: Deterrence Stability and Nuclear Taboo**


Deep Dive:


Week 11 October 31: Policy Review Presentations
- China
- India & Pakistan
- United States
- Russia
- NATO

[Note: The next set of topics are suggestions. We will confirm/decide as a class on the topics]

Week 12 November 7: Case Study: China and North Korea


Week 13 November 14: (proposed – subject to class preference) Deterrence in Cyber


Week 14 November 21
- Research Proposal Presentations

Week 15 November 28
- Research Proposal Presentations

Revise proposals in light of feedback. Submit paper copy December 8, before 12:00 pm. [Note: Last day of classes is Tuesday December 5, the university will be operating on a Friday class schedule]